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 Introduction 
The Safe Cycling Routes Toolkit (SCRT) is a part of the Interreg Danube-SABRINA1 project. SABRINA 
project focuses on road infrastructure safety for cyclists as one of the most vulnerable road users. It 
tackles cycling infrastructure safety issues on existing, planned, and missing cycling corridors crossing 
nine countries in the Danube region. Its goal is to improve conditions for road bicycle infrastructure 
safety in the region by raising the capacities of all relevant national, regional, and local stakeholders to 
build and improve bicycle infrastructure in a safe and sustainable way. The priority of the SABRINA 
project is a better connected and energy responsible Danube region, with the specific objective being 
to support environmentally friendly and safe transport systems and balanced accessibility of urban and 
rural areas. 
 
The goal of SABRINA’s Work Package WPT3 (Strategic decision-making toolkit) is to provide users 
(cycling infrastructure and road safety authorities and stakeholders) with a unified set of procedures, 
know-how, recommendations based on Inspection and Safety Ratings of the Danube Bicycle Routes 
(WPT1) as well as best practice analysis and case studies (WPT2) for improving and developing cycling 
routes which are focused on road safety and safe travels. SCRT toolkit has been created in order to 
enable this process for various stakeholders. SCRT will be tested in WPT4 (Pilots and Trainings) on 
selected cycle routes in each project partner country. The creation of the technical documentation (this 
document) is a second part of the deliverable D.T3.3.4: SCRT user manual and documentation. 
 
Technical documentation for the SCRT (this document) was made under activity A3. of the SCRT 
development and contains an analysis of technical specifications analysed within activities A1. and A2. 
of the SCRT development. Original document was developed by external developer in coordination with 
the FPZ team, who later incorporated the document into SABRINA template. Within activity A3., when 
defining the technical aspects of the SCRT system, user interfaces as well as general functionality of 
the system, including the functionality of each individual SCRT module, was kept in mind. 
 
  

                                                
1 https://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/SABRINA 
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 Definition of the SCRT system model 

SCRT workflows rely on a three-tier client/server architecture. Implementing a WebGIS relies on the 
client/server model. The whole operation of the SCRT tool can be broken down into client facing side 
and the server-side. The client can be a web browser or a desktop GIS software and the server-side 
consists of a Web Server, Web GIS server, and a Database. Figure 1 illustrates the SCRT architecture 
overview diagram (AOD). 

 

 
Figure 1 – SCRT architecture overview diagram (AOD)  

2.1. Client side and front-end SCRT architecture 

It is envisioned that regarding Client side, users will browse and utilize the SCRT platform via local 
computers or laptops, with one of following web browsers: 

 Google Chrome,  

 Mozilla Firefox and  

 Apple Safari.  

Users will also need to have access to a broadband2 internet with recommended download speed of 
5Bbps or more.  
Front-end user interface architecture is composed of following systems: 

 Bootstrap 

 jQuery 

 OpenLayers 

Bootstrap is a CSS front-end framework used for SCRT development. The primary purpose of adding 
it to a SCRT project was to apply Bootstrap's choices of colour, size, font and layout to the SCRT. 
Bootstrap provides basic style definitions for all HTML elements, which has resulted in a uniform 
appearance for prose, tables and form elements across all aforementioned web browsers which have 
been predicted for SCRT usage. In addition, developers have taken advantage of CSS classes defined 
in Bootstrap to further customize the appearance of the SCRT. For example, Bootstrap has provisioned 
for tables format, page headings, and text with a highlight. 
 

                                                
2 The term broadband refers to high-speed Internet access that is always on (during the SCRT usage), and is faster than the 
traditional dial-up access. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML_element
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser
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The most prominent components of Bootstrap are its layout components which have been extensively 
used for SCRT front-end, as they affect an entire toolkit. The basic layout component is called 
"Container", as every other element in the page is placed in it. Developers can choose between a fixed-
width container and a fluid-width container Fluid-width containers have been selected in most cases, 
since they always fill the width of the web page. 
 
Several JavaScript components of Bootstrap which do not require other libraries like jQuery have been 
also utilized in the development. They have provided additional SCRT user interface elements such 
as dialog boxes, tooltips, progress bars and navigation drop-downs. Each Bootstrap component 
consists of an HTML structure, CSS declarations, and in some cases accompanying JavaScript code. 
They have also extended the functionality of some existing interface elements, including for example 
an auto-complete function for input fields in the SCIIP module as well as auto-complete function which 
occurs when defining combination names for various routes within Route rating/comparison module. 
 

jQuery is a fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript library. It makes things like HTML document traversal 
and manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax much simpler with an easy-to-use API that works 
across a multitude of browsers. It is  JavaScript library designed to simplify HTML DOM tree traversal 
and manipulation, as well as event handling, CSS animation, and Ajax. jQueryis free, open-source 
software using the permissive MIT License. 
  
jQuery also provides capabilities for developers to create plug-ins on top of the JavaScript library. This 
has enabled the developers to create abstractions for low-level interaction and animation, advanced 
effects and high-level, theme-able widgets. jQuery includes the following features: 

 DOM element selections using the multi-browser open source selector engine  

 DOM manipulation based on CSS selectors that uses elements' names and attributes, such as 

id and class, as criteria to select nodes in the DOM 

 Events 

 Effects and animations 

 Ajax 

 Deferred and Promise objects to control asynchronous processing 

 JSON parsing 

 Extensibility through plug-ins 

 Utilities, such as feature detection 

 Compatibility methods that are natively available in modern browsers, but need fallbacks for 

older browsers, such as jQuery.inArray() and jQuery.each(). 

 Cross-browser support 

OpenLayers was used to display dynamic maps within SCRT GIS module. It displays map tiles, vector 
data and markers loaded within the tool. OpenLayers is a modular, high-performance, feature-packed 
library for displaying and interacting with maps and geospatial data. The library comes with built-in 
support for a wide range of commercial and free image and vector tile sources, and the most popular 
open and proprietary vector data formats. OpenLayers supports GeoRSS, KML (Keyhole Markup 
Language), Geography Markup Language (GML), GeoJSON and map data from any source 
using OGC-standards as Web Map Service (WMS) or Web Feature Service (WFS). 
 

2.2. Server side SCRT architecture 

Server-side of the SCRT is sharded on Database server, GIS server and a Web-Server. 
 
Database utilises PostgreSQL and PostGIS object-relational database systems. PostgreSQL is a 
powerful, open source object-relational database system that uses and extends the SQL language 
combined with many features that safely store and scale SCRT webtool data workloads. PostgreSQL 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JQuery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dialog_box
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tooltip
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript_library
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document_Object_Model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Event_handling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS_animation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_(programming)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open_source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open_source_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstraction_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document_Object_Model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_(programming)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_and_promises
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extensibility
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_detection_(web_development)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-browser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoRSS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KML
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_Markup_Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoJSON
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Geospatial_Consortium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Map_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Feature_Service
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has powerful add-ons which were used for the SCRT, such as the PostGIS geospatial database 
extender.  
 
PostgreSQL features were utilised to help SCRT developers build the application, to protect data 
integrity, and to optimise SCRT data management. PostgreSQL features are listed below: 

 Data Types 

o Primitives: Integer, Numeric, String, Boolean 

o Structured: Date/Time, Array, Range / Multirange, UUID 

o Document: JSON/JSONB, XML, Key-value (Hstore) 

o Geometry: Point, Line, Circle, Polygon 

o Customizations: Composite, Custom Types 

 Data Integrity 

o UNIQUE, NOT NULL 

o Primary Keys 

o Foreign Keys 

o Exclusion Constraints 

o Explicit Locks, Advisory Locks 

 Concurrency, Performance 

o Indexing: B-tree, Multicolumn, Expressions, Partial 

o Advanced Indexing: GiST, SP-Gist, KNN Gist, GIN, BRIN, Covering indexes, Bloom 

filters 

o Sophisticated query planner / optimizer, index-only scans, multicolumn statistics 

o Transactions, Nested Transactions (via savepoints) 

o Multi-Version concurrency Control (MVCC) 

o Parallelization of read queries and building B-tree indexes 

o Table partitioning 

o All transaction isolation levels defined in the SQL standard, including Serializable 

o Just-in-time (JIT) compilation of expressions 

 Reliability, Disaster Recovery 

o Write-ahead Logging (WAL) 

o Replication: Asynchronous, Synchronous, Logical 

o Point-in-time-recovery (PITR), active standbys 

o Tablespaces 

 Security 

o Authentication: GSSAPI, SSPI, LDAP, SCRAM-SHA-256, Certificate, and more 

o Robust access-control system 

o Column and row-level security 

o Multi-factor authentication with certificates and an additional method 

 Extensibility 

o Stored functions and procedures 

o Procedural Languages: PL/PGSQL, Perl, Python (and many more) 

o SQL/JSON path expressions 

o Foreign data wrappers: connect to other databases or streams with a standard SQL 

interface 

o Customizable storage interface for tables 

o Many extensions that provide additional functionality, including PostGIS 

 Internationalisation, Text Search 

o Support for international character sets, e.g. through ICU collations 

o Case-insensitive and accent-insensitive collations 

o Full-text search 

https://postgis.net/
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PostGIS is an open source software program that adds support for geographic objects to 
the PostgreSQL object-relational database. PostGIS follows the Simple Features for SQL specification 
from the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Within SCRT, PostGIS was implemented as 
a PostgreSQL external extension. The PostGIS implementation is based on "light-weight" geometries 
and indexes optimized to reduce disk and memory footprint. Using light-weight geometries helps 
servers increase the amount of data migrated up from physical disk storage into RAM, improving query 
performance substantially. 
PostGIS back-end database features: 

 Geometry types for Points, LineStrings, Polygons, MultiPoints, MultiLineStrings, MultiPolygons, 
GeometryCollections, 3D types TINS and polyhedral surfaces, including solids. 

 Spheroidal types under the geography datatype Points, LineStrings, Polygons, MultiPoints, 
MultiLineStrings, MultiPolygons and GeometryCollections. 

 Raster type - supports various pixel types and more than 1000 bands per raster.  

 SQL/MM Topology support - via PostgreSQL extension postgis_topology. 

 Spatial predicates for determining the interactions of geometries using the 3x3 DE-
9IM (provided by the GEOS software library). 

 Spatial operators for determining geospatial measurements like area, distance, length and 
perimeter. 

 Spatial operators for determining geospatial set operations, like union, difference, symmetric 
difference and buffers (provided by GEOS). 

 R-tree-over-GiST (Generalized Search Tree) spatial indexes for high speed spatial querying. 

 Index selectivity support, to provide high performance query plans for mixed spatial/non-spatial 
queries. 

GIS server backend structure is based on GeoServer. GeoServer is a Java-based server that allows 
users to share, process and edit geospatial data.  
GeoServer uses the Spring Framework, providing a request dispatch architecture for modules 
implementing OGC services. The web administration application uses wicket, allowing extensions to 
contribute additional configuration screens. The application provides a REST API implemented using 
the spring-mvc-framework. 
Designed for interoperability, GeoServer publishes data from any major spatial data source back to the 
SCRT GIS module using open standards. GeoServer functions as the reference implementation of 
the Open Geospatial Consortium Web Feature Service standard, and also implements the Web Map 
Service, Web Coverage Service and Web Processing Service specifications. GeoServer can read a 
variety of data formats: 

 PostGIS 

 Oracle Spatial 

 ArcSDE 

 IBM Db2 

 MySQL 

 MongoDB 

 Apache Solr 

 Shapefiles 

 GeoTIFF 

 GTOPO30 

 ECW, MrSID 

 JPEG2000 
 
Through standard protocols GeoServer produces KML, GML, Shapefile, GeoRSS, PDF, GeoJSON, 
JPEG, GIF, SVG and PNG formats. In addition, it can edit data via the WFS transactional profile (WFS-
T).   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostgreSQL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_Features
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Geospatial_Consortium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DE-9IM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DE-9IM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GEOS_(software_library)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R-tree
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GiST
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Query_plan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_information_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_Framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_Framework#Model%E2%80%93view%E2%80%93controller_framework
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_standard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_implementation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Geospatial_Consortium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Feature_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Map_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Map_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Coverage_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Processing_Service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostGIS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oracle_Spatial
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArcSDE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM_Db2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MySQL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MongoDB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_Solr
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shapefile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoTIFF
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GTOPO30
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECW_(file_format)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MrSID
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JPEG2000
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 Specification of required SCRT functionalities 
This chapter contains all required SCRT functionalities which will enable the tool to perform it’s 
envisioned tasks of adequately performing cycling route safety assessments and providing safety 
related information to the user. A Functional Requirement will be a description of the service that the 
SCRT tool must offer. It will relate to either an entire software system or a specific SCRT module. SCRT 
functionality will in most cases describe inputs to the software system, its behaviour, and/or outputs. 
For example, it can be a calculation, data manipulation, logical process, user interaction, or any other 
specific functionality which will define a function which a system should perform. Following table 
presents all of required SCRT functionalities. 
 

Nr. Category Functionality 

1 SCRT Developed on English language 

2 SCRT Developed for online, browser-based environment 

3 SCRT 
Assessments steps can be performed in separate stages – 
Per module 

4 SCRT Optimised results processing  

5 SCRT 24/7 availability 

6 SCRT Two parallel versions: Testbed and live versions  

7 SCRT Modern standards maintenance 

8 SCRT 
No additional licence, driver or software/browser addon 
installations  

9 SCRT Functional in all modern generation browsers 

10 SCRT 
Unregistered, registered and administrator level user 
hierarchy 

11 SCRT User activity tracking 

12 SCRT SABRINA project visual identity 

13 GIS module Defining the centreline of the route 

14 GIS module Segmenting the route on separate cross sections segments 

15 GIS module Loading routes per user 

16 GIS module Editing routes 

17 GIS module Saving routes 

19 GIS module Route centreline upload (.shp and .kml formats) 

20 GIS module ECS point attributes entry 

21 Cross-section module Infrastructure and traffic flows selection 

22 Cross-section module Image per cross-section 

23 Cross-section module 100m price in € per cross-section 

24 Cross-section module iRAP, CycleRAP assessment results per cross-section 

25 Cross-section module Reduction potential per cross-section  

26 Cross-section module User-defined cross-sections (Via parameter edits) 

27 
Route 

rating/comparison 
module 

Loading GIS saved route into the module 

28 
Route 

rating/comparison 
module 

Parameter coding (infrastructure and traffic flows) on GIS-
defined cross-section segments 
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Nr. Category Functionality 

29 
Route 

rating/comparison 
module 

Price in € per Route 

30 
Route 

rating/comparison 
module 

iRAP, CycleRAP assessment results per Route  

31 
Route 

rating/comparison 
module 

Traffic flows and segment statistics (length, % on the route) 

32 
Countermeasure 

module 
Feasible countermeasure selection per user-defined 
investment range 

33 
Countermeasure 

module 
Feasible countermeasure selection per Safety Score 
increase 

34 
Countermeasure 

module 
Excluding individual cross-sections from the analysis 

35 SCIIP module Loading saved route into the module 

36 SCIIP module Fatality data input window 

37 SCIIP module Economical data input window 

38 SCIIP module Route cost calculations 

39 SCIIP module Route benefits calculations 

40 SCIIP module Investment plan per route  

41 SCIIP module Investment plan per cross-section of the route 

42 SCIIP module Fatal and serious injury prevented for defined period 

43 SCIIP module Benefit to Cost ratio for defined period 

44 Document repository .pdf, .ppt and .pdf file format support  

45 Document repository Files download 

46 Document repository On-screen browser viewing of the document 
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 Specification of required user interfaces 
One of the main purposes of a UI specification is to process the product requirements into a more 
detailed format. 
 
This chapter describes the details of required software user interfaces (UI). It covers all possible actions 
that an end user may perform and all visual, auditory and other interaction elements of the SCRT toolkit. 
Beyond implementation, SCRT UI specification considers usability and localization of the software. 
 

User Interface Standards 
Interface design standards of the SCRT portal adheres to the visual identity of the SABRINA project, 
as stated within SABRINA Project Visual Identity Guidelines document, as well as Danube 
Transnational Programme visual identity guidelines for projects. This visual standard, as 
described within aforementioned documents, are incorporated within interface of the SCRT portal.  
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2.3. User Interface elements 

Figure 2 displays required interfaces needed for SCRT tool to achieve optimal functionality. Interfaced diagram is branched per module or individual 
functionality. 

 
Figure 2 – Specification of required user interfaces for the SCRT tool
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In total, the minimal number of interfaces which will have to be developed in order for the tool to perform 
it’s function correctly is 28. Table below represents a number of interfaces which will need to be 
developed per module or supporting functions. 
 

Name Module/function Number of required interfaces 

Document repository File repository 
function 

1 

Conversion tool Standalone 
website/tool 
function 

1 

Getting started Support function 3 

Assessment modules Access function 1 

User Login User registration 
function 

1 

Home page Homepage function 1 

GIS module Analysis module 2 

Cycling Cross sections Analysis module 2 

Route rating/comparison module Analysis module 2 

Countermeasure module Analysis module 2 

SCIIP module Analysis module 3 

Administration panel User administration 
function 

2 

 

Area-level details 
Area level UI is an area within the context of a SCRT UI contains a meaningful group of elements and/or 
sub-areas. Within this subchapter, a mock-up UI structure images will be presented per each individual 
module, or a function shard of the toolkit. 
 

 Element details - Home page 

Area level details of a home page are presented within the Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 – SCRT Home page element details 

Homepage will contain 8 elements. Project description and title will be static string text, project logo will 
be a static Portable Network Graphics image, and remaining elements will be clickable icons which will 
lead the user towards other elements of the SCRT tool. 
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 Element details – Getting started 

Area level details of a Getting started page are presented within the Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 – SCRT Getting started element details 

Getting started will contain 5 elements. Project description will be a static string text, project logo will be 
a static Portable Network Graphics image, and remaining elements will be clickable icons which will 
lead the user towards other elements of the Getting started section. 
 
 
 
Area level details of a Video tutorials interface is presented within the Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 – Video tutorials element details 

Video tutorials will contain 7 elements. Project description, Individual videos, Playlist and Channel will 
be a static string text, and remaining elements will be clickable hyperlinks which will lead the user 
respective YouTube videos/playlists/channels. 
 
Area level details of a Getting Started - Video tutorials interface is presented within the Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 – Getting started - Video tutorials element details 

Getting started - Video tutorials will contain 7 elements. Project description, Individual videos, Playlist 
and Channel will be a static string text, and remaining elements will be clickable hyperlinks which will 
lead the user towards respective YouTube videos/playlists/channels. 
 
Area level details of a Getting Started – Manuals interface is presented within the Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7 – Getting started - Manuals element details 

Getting started – Manuals section will contain 3 elements. Project description and Files will be a static 
string text, and remaining elements will be clickable hyperlinks which will lead the user towards 
respective pdf manuals. 
 
Area level details of a Getting Started – FAQ interface is presented within the Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8 – Getting started - FAQ element details 
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Getting started - FAQ will contain potentially large number of string elements (minimum of three – Text 
string title of the interface, text string question, text string paragraph answer). Main premise of the 
interface is that all questions (main title) will be followed with a paragraph. Users will need to be able to 
scroll down the page in order to reach all paragraphs. 
 
 

 Element details – User login 

Area level details of a User login page are presented within the Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9 – SCRT User login page element details 

User login page will contain 2 elements. Project logo will be a static Portable Network Graphics image, 
and remaining element will be a user input window for the registration/login process, where the user will 
enter password and the e-mail information. 
 

 Element details – Document repository 

Area level details of the document repository are presented within the Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 – SCRT Document repository element details 

Document repository will contain 6 elements. Separate repository folders will be structured in levels, 
and their titles will be formatted as static string texts, project logo will be a static Portable Network 
Graphics image, and remaining elements will be clickable hyperlinks which will lead the user towards 
individual pdf format documents. 
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 Element details – Conversion tool 

Area level details of the Conversion tool are presented within the Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11 – Conversion tool page element details 

Conversion tool will contain 5 elements. Conversion tool title and description will be a static string text, 
project logo will be a static Portable Network Graphics image, and remaining elements will be clickable 
buttons which will enable the user to select and upload .csv files, facilitating the conversion between 
methodologies.  
 

 Element details – Assessment modules 

Area level details of Assessment modules page are presented within the Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12 – Assessment modules page element details 

Assessment modules page will contain 17 elements. Title, as well as individual module paragraphs and 
titles will be a static string text, project logo will be a static Portable Network Graphics image, and 
remaining “go to” elements will be clickable buttons which will lead the user towards individual SCRT 
modules. 
 

 Element details – Cycling Cross sections 

Area level details of a Cycling cross sections are presented within the Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 – Cycling cross sections module element details 

Cycling cross sections module will contain 6 elements. Module title and description of the results will be 
a static string text, project logo and results infrastructure image will be a static Portable Network 
Graphics image, and results table will be formatted as a tabular text string. Remaining elements will be 
a group of clickable icons which will lead the user towards defining the input parameters of the module. 
 

 Element details – Route rating/comparison module 

Area level details of a Route rating/comparison input area are presented within the Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14 – User input for route rating/comparison module, element details 

Route rating/comparison module input area will contain, at minimum, 10 elements. Route 
rating/comparison title will be static string text. Compare routes element will be a button which will lead 
the user to a separate input interface where two routes can be compared.  Two user input areas will 
exist (named as “Route name” and “Combination name”), where the user will select the route from the 
dropdown menu (if the route was saved in GIS module), and the text string input window for naming 
any route infrastructure layout combination. Maps per each cross sections will be structured as an 
interactive viewport per each individual cross-section defined within the GIS module. Remaining 
elements will be clickable icons which will lead the user towards attributing infrastructure layouts and 
flows on each cross section. Two buttons at the bottom of the screen will serve as a way to save route 
combination and view results, or just view results options. Element details of the results table are 
presented within the Figure 15.  
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Figure 15 – Results table of route rating/comparison module, element details 

The results table of the Route rating/comparison module contains 3 elements. Results table title will be 
a static text, results table of the route will be formatted as a table results group containing the results 
as calculated by the route rating/comparison module.  
 

 Element details – Countermeasure module 

Area level details of a Countermeasure module input area are presented within the Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16 – Countermeasure module user input area, element details 

Countermeasure module input area will contain, at minimum, 7 elements. Countermeasure module title 
will be static string text. Include/exclude cross sections element will be a dropdown menu which will 
lead the user to selecting if they want to assess the cross section or no.  Two user input areas will exist 
(named as “Route name” and “Price per 100m”), where the user will select the route from the dropdown 
menu (if the route was saved in GIS module), and the integer number input window for defining 
acceptable price range. Maps per each cross sections will be structured as an interactive viewport per 
each individual cross-section defined within the GIS module. Element details of the results table of the 
Countermeasure module are presented within the Figure 17.  
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Figure 17 – Results table of countermeasure module, element details 

The results table of the countermeasure module contains 2 elements. Results table title will be a static 
text, results table of the route will be formatted as a table results group containing the results as 
calculated by the countermeasure module.  
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 Element details – SCIIP module 

Area level details of a SCIIP module are presented within the Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18 – Home page element details 

SCIIP module input area will contain, at minimum, 9 elements. SCIIP module title will be a static string 
text. Current cross section element will be a variable loaded for each route from Route 
rating/comparison module. Select viable upgrade element will be a user input dropdown menu which 
will lead the user to select desired upgrades. User input area will exist in order for the user to enter 
required fatality and economical data. Element details of the results table in the SCIIP module are 
presented within the Figure 19.  

 
Figure 19 – Results table of the SCIIP module, element details 

The results table of the countermeasure module contains 2 elements. Results table title will be a static 
string text, results table of the route will be formatted as a table results group containing the results as 
calculated by the countermeasure module.  
 

 Element details – GIS module 

Area level details of a GIS module are presented within the Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 – GIS module element details 

GIS module will, at minimum, contain 5 elements. Layers panel will contain vector layer options, Import 
route button will enable users to import pre-defined vector layer, draw route button will be used to draw 
the vector layer within the GIS mapping engine. Split route button will be used to split the route on 
segments where infrastructure or flow change is significant.  
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 Element details – Administrator panel 

Area level details of the Administrator panel are presented within the Figure 21. 

 
Figure 21 – Administrator panel element details 

Administrator panel will contain 4 elements. Interface for adding new users will contain all the login data 
needed for an administrator to manually add a user within the user database. Active users list will be 
formatted as tabular panel and will contain all registered users within the SCRT tool. Data download 
button will be used to download the Active users list in a comma separated value format data file.  
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 C4 diagrams 
The C4 diagrams are an "abstraction-first" approach to diagramming software architecture, based upon 
abstractions that reflect the structure of the SCRT software. Structure of the SCRT is presented through 
process flowchart, user overview, input/output and data update diagrams, all of which are shown in the 
continuation of the chapter. 
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Figure 22 – SCRT process flowcharts 
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Figure 23 – SCRT user overview diagram 
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Figure 24 – SCRT Input_Output diagram per module 
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Figure 25 – SCRT data update process 


